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ABSTRACT

tanks based on actual

The idea of the independent
prismatic tank Type B system
for g= carriers was crystallized
in 1970’s and its design standard
was devrloped
while Nippon
Kaiji Kyokai
(a Claasfication
Society
NK) played an active role. With the design standard
thus developed,
number of LPG carriers and Ethylene carriers of
this system were built with the NK class h“ the begiming
of
1980’s. The authors reviewed the tank strength analysis, tank
test procedure, design and irtspection records of ships in service,

2.

and made an ernptilcal research on probability
of failure of the
tnnks. The study concluded
that the prevailing design standard
for the system
were considered
quite re=onable
and this
independent
prismatic
tank Type B system can be one of the
LPG tank systems of high reliability.
As the result of the study,
this paper descrives
highlightely
on inspection
strategies
and
methods

for securing

a high reliability

BASIC
TYPE B

inspecting

DESIGN

experiences.

CONCEPT

OF PFLISMATIC

TANKS

If independent
-tanks are (a)subjected
to precise strength
aalyses
using design loads which have been obtained re=onably
by direct calculations
etc., (b) fatigue fractures
of tanks are
prevented
through detailed fatigue design, and (c) if cracks generated (including
through cracks) aze detectable
with ample time
allowance
before reaching
ursst able fracture involving
the collapse of tanks with a proof (crack propagation
analysis), they are
knowledge
as type B tanks 4)
These requirements
are commonly applicable
to both revolutional
configuration
tank
and
prismatic tanks

Table 1 Invet~gatcd $hlps with Independent Prmmatic Tank

of the tanks.

1.INTROI)UCTION
Nos. of ship as type A (.1)
According
to information,
it is said that construction
of
LNG carriers using an independent
prismatictype B tank
(hereafter czdled “prismatic
type B“) hss been assigned.
There
have been two reactions of those concerned to this information:
the supportive
reaction is their recognition’ that the LNG k the
fmt LNG carrier to be developed
purely Japanese
tecbmiques,
while the conservative
reaction is that we must wait mrtif
this
LNG carrier has proved itself before we make a fair evaluation
of
the new type of LNG tank.On the other hand, a total of seven
fidly refrigerated
liquefied petroleum
gtankers and ethylene
carriers using prismatic
type B tanks have been built so far.
They have presented
no difficulties
up to the present and their
service records
are reportedly
satisfactory
(merm ship’s age
abortt 10 years), but we had no reliable detailed reports.
The b=e of the d&ign of prismatic
type B is the “Design
Standard for Independent
Prismatic Tank Type B“ 1) (hereafter
called the “standard” ) established
about 10 years ago. At that
time, prismatic
tanks were .exclu:ively
type A, and design and
construction
of type
configuration
tadcs
circumstances,
the
developin
prismatic
research 2? made by

B ta-iks could only be formal in revolutional
“relying on forein techniques.
Urider these
standard
wss established
to obtain
for
type B tanks M a tafcsn of the joint
the Japtmese ptwties concerned.

On these grounds,
particularly
important
main girders,

the authom” have studied items which are
factors
such as, strength
reliability
of

srrppmt reaction

force, and fatigue

strength,

relat-

~g to the strength re~abfity
of prismatic
type B t~
on the
basis of the remits of research and expertise obtained
through
the design and construction
of =tual
ships. And a result of the
study wirrtroduced at a lecture meetings
3, . Furthsr,
the
authors

have studied

(a) Records

on:

of tests and inspection

(b) Operating
records of ships
type B (including type A).

of actrdships,

equipped

with

and
prismatic

tatks

In this pa~er, the authors describes in high-light
inspection
methods
and techniques,
and evaluation
of prismatic
type B

II

(year)

12.9

.-

NOS.of ship ss type B (.2)

mean age

42

28
10.6

mean age (year)

--

7
g?

I

+1) Including. 5 sh~ps
. other than NK’$ class ships
*2) 3 ships of those are a sister ship i.e. 5 kinds of a design

1’

one is provided

with

a prototype

of

“IHI SPB Tanks”

I

According
to the operation records of ships with prismatic
type A tanks shown its Table 1, prismatic
tanks have experienced no critical failures constituting
any problems.
Prismatic
type B tanks sre then considered
to be built under the same
basic stmctnre
type with a high degree of structural analysis.
u
developmwt
of structural snalysis is taken into account, compfisnce to the requirements
of the Cde 4) is considered
to be feasible. And characteristic
problems for desi@ng
the l=ge stiffened
plate structures
M type B tanks
have been studied and introduced 3) . They are sttnunWized
(1)

as followy

Maingird.r.
Although

the main girders

of prismatic

~portat
structural
members for
seems that the requirement
of the
stilcient
on this point.
Prismatic
so that ma
girdem have a. high
failure Likely to iznpair
one of the premises to
me to be so designed
with the requirements

trdcs

are the most

integrity
of the strength,
it
Cde
‘) caurot be said to be
t arch are therefore designed
depee
of reliability
and no

their effectiveness
is assumed to occur as
prevent unstable fractures i.e. the gizders
to be equivalent
strength
in accordance
of independent
tanks C ( = the same level

for pressure vessels of the highest grade). Then, analyses are proceeded with an object of local failure.
The specific procedure is
shown in Fig. 1.
To satisfy the above requirements,
it is sufficient
only with local cracks in the crack propagation
analysis,
techniques available to us are applicable to this question
posing

to deal
and the
without

any difficulties.
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Fig. 1 Procedures
Furthermore,
a test &del
cd m=thod for preventing
cracks of tmk
tically possible
implemented
in
ciation of Japan
(2) Support
When

of type

requirement

.of Strength

B“

of Prismauc

Analysis

taljk

for Prismatic

reaction
both

rea&ion

force

aid

ta&s

through

have

supports,

is an” indeterminate

structural

rigidity,

whereby

a

force

that

involved
in predicting
thissupport
reaction
would

generate an excessive concentpted
load .md cause local failures
of support structures and thew sm.rroun”&g structural members..
This load h=
bution

non-line=

of reaction

V-E-2

ch=acteristics

force caused

in the form of a redistri-

by the change

in deflection,

and

strength

Prismatic

support
varies

~bration)

ing the non-finear effects.
A full-scale joint experiment
w= carried out in a joint study project between
a shipyard
and NK
using the fist ship equipped with prismatic type B tanks 5) .
(3) Fatigue

hull

those of sloshing,

its influence on the integral strerigth of a tank is insi~cut.
Furth&rnore,
the support reaction” force can be assumed
with
sticient
accuracy for practical pm-pose through analyses ticlud-

force

the

R1’

Tank Type B (except

to verify the adequ=y
of the analytiunstable
haetures
invoIving through

according to the condition of a shp, which is a particularly intricate phenomenon
in the case of prismatic tanks. Therefore, the
method of predicting
the support reaction force h= been pointed
out as “a very important
problem.
Errors

(YW

are considered
to be within a scale which is practo be implemented.
And such a mmlel test was
a joint study at the Shipbnildimg Research ASS*
2) .

interface w“ith” each other
reaction force is created.

This

pmpagat to oth?r’s nwmbws

reqwrement

number
strength
~

design
fatigue

tanks

,
with large .sti+ned

,“
plate

structnr~”

have

a

of stm:tural
elements and welds that coristitnte fatigue
problems,
and it h= been said that it is difficult to
and construct
prismatic
tanks of this type having
strength meeting the requirements
of the Code 4) .

the

However, the records given in Table 1 show that there have
been no particular fatigue strength problems, and on the btis of
expsrtise obtained through many studies in Japaw on the fatigue

strength
ofhufl
tures,

structures
as a question of stiffened plate strut-.
it is considered
to be feasible to do a fatigue desi~
of

prismatic
materiafs.

tanks

type

B if appropriate

studies

“=e made

on tank

. . ./

Table 2 Comparison of QC, lns~ctmn & test for Independent tanks
(investigated

On 7 shipyards

concurrently

Type A
tolerance etc.
during fabrication
of tank

tanks

& 3 tank

maktrs)

Spinal requirement
to Prismat!c Type B
(add to the left)

Type “B

a standard m
accordance with
a hull’s standard

QC,

built

Type C
(pres.ur~

a standard in
accordance with
a prsasure vessel’s
of the highest class

Vessel)

in accordance with
the standard of the
highest class ones

[ Inspmtion of weldings]
Visual inspection

ditto

ditto

X-Ray, UT

all welded joints
o{ tank skin

all welded joints
of tank

ditto
all

skin

welded

of face plates

main
Surface

Production test

welded joints
of tank skin

welded ]omts of face
plate of main girder

welded joints
of tank

skin

welded joints
of tank

of

bracket toe etc.
openings of tank skin

-.

all

skin

gmdem

of main girdem

crack

detecting inspection

joints

nozlles and other
welded

joints

of tank skin

I

[ Global test]
strength

test

hydr~pneumatic
test(*l)

leak test

concurrently

II
gas

test(az)

II

by the
g=

pressure
water

test( *l)
tested

concurrently

I

above or

pneumatic

-.

hydrc-pneumatic

test

detecting test

tested

after

I

by the abve nr
pneumatic

I

test

I gas detecting test

I

test hy

pressure
the above

pneumatic

test(.3)

..

-

*1 see, Fig.2
*2 Gar trial

test using an actual

.3 Strength

test =

to ship’s delivery
Leak test = 1.25 tirms of MARVES

cargo prior

1.S times of MARVS,

3.

stressconditions,

3.1.

and static external pressure conditions
under a singular loading
condition.
This set of load conditions
simulates
the extremely
severe lod conditions encomrtered iu actual ship operations,
and

TEST
AND
INSPECTION 0!?PRISMATIC TYPE B
TANKS AND RELIABILITY

Testartd
Inspection
In addition

during

Construction

to the reqtiernents

of tests

and inspection

dur-

~g cOnstmction
applicable
to independent
t~~
under the pr~
visions o{ the Code 4) , 9evere requirements
for quality control,
test and inspection
during construction
are imposed on prismatic
type B tanks in accordmce
ments are outlined in Fig.
sidered to be appropriate
technical
problems
to be
problems including
those
below.

with the “standard”.

These requirethey are confor each type of tank, there are some
solved, The results of studies on the
to all independent
tanks are discussed

2 and Table 2. Although

Test and inspection
procedures
and latent defects.
According
to the results
of the questionnaire
survey conducted
by the
authors, the views of those who conducted
test and inspection on
independent
trutks, surface defects including cracks to a depth of
0.5 mm , or thereabouts,
careful visual inspections

cart be detected
through extremely
coupled with surface crack detection

tests arranged x appropriate.
In the c%e of a mere
inspection,
there is a possibility
of overlooking
cracks to a
of 1.5 mm or so, and care must be taken.
On the other
the detection
of harmful inteznal
defects is considered
feasible
through
radio~aphic
test and ultrasonic
test.
,,~tmdmd,,
sPeciffes the size and geographic
features of

visual
depth
hand,
to be
The
kiiti~

cracks in the crack propagation
analysis for prismatic
type B
tanks me determined
taking the test method
and other into
account.
As a reference, 5 mm long snrface cracks to a depth of
1.5 mm =e assumed, which is considered
to be reasonable
prm
vialed that the severe tests and inspection
requkements
for
prismatic

type B tanks are strictly

complied

with.

Strength
test.
The results of the investigation
(on the four
ships among the seven ships with prismatic type B tank) shown
in Table 1 have revealed
that the load conditions
used for
strength
tests of independent
types A and B tanks shown in
Table

2 correspond

to about

70 to 90% of the maximum

or the maximum

thus rue considered to be effective
ify the strength of these tanks.

vertical

acceleration

as a practicable

in tanks

means

to ver-

Leaktest,
Leaktests
forindependent
types
A ad B tanks
have been carried out simultaneously
with hydrostatic
and pneumatic strength tests, or during an air-tightness
test (air pressure
at 0.3 kg// Cmz or’ so) which is generaUy arranged
before the
hydrostatic
and pneumatic
tests.
Generally, leak tests are cmried out by the air-tightness
test, but some comments stress that
a small defect at leaks which are produced as a consequence
of
the strength test cannot be detected by such a leak test. The
authors.
however, are of the view that on the basis of the follow~g re=ons
there ~ nO p=ticul=
~erence
between these twO
types of leak tests as a means to detect leakage, attd selection is
left to the discretion
of the persons
concerned,
taking into
account

the merits

involved

for work schedule

control.

a) “If the defects producing
a leakage and caused by poor
workmansK]p
have a cylinti]cal
shape like blow holes,
there is no difference in the detecting
ability between
a
hytiostatic
test with a pressure at 2 or 3 kgf/ cmz and a
air-tightness
teat with a pressure at 1/10 of the hydrostatic
test pressure.
b) If a defect producing a leakage have a alit shape, the opening ia enlarged at the high stress area during the strength
teat. If this stress is uniform membrane
stress, the knit
detectable
slit length in the vicinity of the yield stress is 10
to 20 nun (when calculated on assumption that the limit
detectable
defect dkneter
is M mm for cylindrical defects,
and the slit-shape
defect has the same flow rate with 100
times the opening axea of the cylindrical
defect. ) In the
stress, it hae a greater defect length.
case of bending
Defects of such a size me considered to have been detected
by non-destructive
test etc. in advance rmd repaired.

desi~

v-E-3
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elope “curve of maximum
gn pressure
2
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(a) Simulating
the internal
pressure
distribution
of PrismaticTank

Az
(l+az)H

(b) Simulating the internal pressure
distribution of Spherical Tank
(N.BI
—
: maximum loading condition which is predicted
----: pressure testing condition simulating as far as
are to be chosen so that PO”>PO and A2+A3>A1 as
H : depth of tank
h : water head
y : specific gravity of cargo
0, : maximum
vertical
acceleration (non-dimensional
PO :.design vapour pressure at ordinary passage
PO”J air pressure

to actually encouter
practicable ( Po” and h
far as practicable)

)

Fig.2 Strength Test Methcds of Independent Tank Types A,& B
c)

Even when defects
producing
a leakage, which cannot be
detected by the strength test, are generated,
independent
types A and B tanks allow detection
of leakage by gas
detection during gas tests, and therefore there are no problems in verifyhg
structural
safety.
Should a ~eakage recur
at the time of Kss tests, it would pose a serious problem for
work schedule contro~ but such a possibility
is extremely
low for the reasons

d)

given below.

age accidents at all during the strength tests ad leak tests
after the strength tests (gas tests for tdw
types A and B,
and &-tightness

tests for type C tanks).

An inspection
method. for IHI SPB
that a newly designed LNG ,ctu-riers
B shall be constmcted
in smn.
This
,,IHI SPB Tankt! by its designers.

The n~ber
of c=es,
in which defects at leakage were
detected “during the strenp$h test for hull structures.
is
extremely smd- (the rite ;I occurrences
is less thast 10–2
jtank-~ear),
and they were at fillet welds in all cases. In
eithm of independent
type A and B tanks, there are no fHlet ‘welded structures in the surrounding
skins of tanks, and
they are subject to severer tests and inspection
requirements. It is therefore reasonable to comment that the prw
bability that defects at leakage occur during the strength

Cede 4) and the standard 1) ,
method for securirw a ld~ reliability of the tank has beerr proposed 6) . Nippon &iji Kyokai
(a Classification
Society - NK) has throughly
reviewed the proposed inspection
methd
at. its design approval and has examined in actual application
of the inspection
techniques by a Classification
Survey of a prototype
ship of IHI SPB Tank “LEG

tests is negligibly

further is available for securing a high reliability
of the tank of
which its quality is higher than one’s expected
by the Code 4)

low.

Needless

to say, as far = an iuvesti-

gation carried out by the authors is concerned ( 109 types
A and B tanks, and 119 type C tanks), there were no lealc-

V-E-4

developed

in accordance

tank. It h= been reported
with a prismatic
tank type
taolc has been so called as
“IHI SPB Tdt”
has been

with the

and further an severe inmection

Carrier M.V. Kayoh Maru’’.’) From this experience,
that the proposal is of course acceptable
as a type

and the standard

1) .

we consider
B tank and

.,.. .-,
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The

proposed
quality control concept
isoutlined
.ir.Fig. 3 8) ,

tec~ique$

including

inspection

matter of course, the quality control of the welding is
maintained
tkoughout
the construction
of the tank by
of radio graphic tests, ultrasonic
testing. dye penetrating

tests. etc. in accordance
with the Code 4) and the standard ‘) as
shown in Table 2. In addition to these conventional
m,ethods, the
tank design includes
the control of the weld bead shape, w
shown in Fig.
3.

site to quickly

judge

l-l

i=l,2,...,l-l.

ti=l

: i=j=c

t,, = o

: cdherrui~~.

,.

where
c is ,defmed damage
u, is probability

Fig. 4 shows one instrument
developed in order to check the
weld bead shape, the pencil type sensor designed to measure the
toe radius of the weld bead: the most influen i‘
geometric factor
to the stress concentration
factor Kt. This u ; iciy instrument
is
designed to be used at the construction
soundnes5 of the weldirrg.

i=l,2,...,

i,, = t’, : j=i+l,

AS a
rigidly
means

: i-j,

‘I

“i*J =

condition

to retain

Ui is probability
dition

in condition

to transit

Under the assumption
above,
of sack
dimensions.
when pit
expressed w shown below

the

This concept is that Kt of weld beads is much influenced to
fatigue
strength,
especially
such a tank with stiffened
plate
structures
and it should be well controlled
~~: using a high constructing
techtique
with the best inspectic; , methods which are

An=

applicable to the actual construction.
A histogremr of the me~.
ured s trtss concentration
factor Kt in the Met welded joints on
the ful scale model is show-n in Fig. 5(a). This figure shows that
factor Kt of the model is well below the”
the stress concentration

~ f
l-l

i

condition

from

i to the next

con-

the vector for the probability
time n haselapsed cars be

E,, T“-’

(3)

where
El] is matrix

unit

C) As regards

design requirement,
and is a good shape comprred
with a conventional structure ae show,n in Fig. 5(b). NK has ourselves conflr-rned that the concept could be applicable to the actrml protm

the rate of discovery

of cracks

at inspection,

if

the following

matrix is formed using the rate of discovery
of cracks for each of the conditions
of 1 through c referring
to literature 1*) i

type tanks “LEG Carrier M.V. Iiayoh Maru”.
The authom

believe

that

the high inspection

techniques

are

D=(D,j)

applicable to “IHI 5PB tanks”
ofLNG carrie=
andthey shall be
resulted
in an extremely
few probability
of occurrence
of any
fatigue failure of the tanks.
3.2.

In-Service

Inspection

md Fatigue

Reliability

Discussion
on basic concept.
Discussion
w= made on stresses
to be restricted from the viewpoint o{ fatigue strength ‘) , but a . . .
quantitative

evaluation

of the temporal

changes

in damage

The values

of parameters

used in the discussion

i-j,

I@ij = o

;

otherwise

are given in

= ~ f E(~_l)m+l,] T“-l+
1-1 ,-.

““ -

)

If “de consider the effect of repair using a replace model,
following matrix of transitional
probability
for conditions
inspection history ,can be formed:
,.

‘Q=(gij)

:i=2,3,...

~t2 =

:

i=2,3,...

:

i=2,3,...

9,-10

g,_l i

:otherwise

o

where

fo

is probability y density

At

is mrit time

function

i-

of crack life

b) In discussing
the dimensions
of propagating
cracl+
the
uncertainty
which is relevant to propagating
cracks such as
material constants
govemin g the rule of crack propagation
mrd form of load relating to stress is complex.
However,
the ratio 01 propagation
life to reach the damage condition
daed
10) to jts di~pwsion is considered tO be const~t
11)
here, and the uncertainty
related to’ crack dimensions
in
the propagation
process is considered
with a discrete Mw“’’2”3) , whereby the foUowing transition
for mack propagation
wrM formed:

qii is d~age
thinspection

pmbabfity

V-E-6

(t,))

(2)

!..,5

between

gm is probability y of discovery
tion
i-

q; MI k probability
th inspection

c-th

gti is

element

Next,

(i-1)

– th ~spection

ad

th

tisPec-

and repair at the i-

of unsuccessful

discovery

of crack

at

of A in

ga is sum of elements
the probability

tion are as expressed
shown below:

B. = (O, 1,0,
T=

(6)

J
9il = 9,-1

g,j =

where

kov chain model
stochastic matrix

the
by

gll - 1

(1)

f,=f(~A~)~~

(5)

A ‘ (~-l)n T’

‘A’k=AhD.

9ii+2 =

(jl,
jm -..;j,,

c

“
Ati

““ “‘

Crack life was considered
in that the logarithmic
value of
life follow- a normal distribution,
and the dispersion of tbe
logarithmic
value of life is constant
irrespective
of stress
le~els, the density function of crack i,~r is substituted
with
a piecewise constant
function by unit time for discretion,
whereby the following vectors of crack generation probabdity were fOmneC-

.f =

i=l,2,...,

The probability vectors of crack dimensions An before the
k- ih inspection
at unit time n intervals and A‘ ~n after inspection can be expressed x shown below

and the

Table 3, but considerations
was given to crack we, dimensions
of
propagating
cm.cks and discovery
rate of macki as probability
factors for respective cases. That is:
a)

:

“pro-

bability under the severest conditions
is carried out considtiing
three conditions
- mean stress to variable stress ratios of I/2,
1/1 and 2/1 - for each case determined previously,
effects of the Special Survey are also discussed here.

(4)

D,, - D(a,)

from lsi to ( c-1)-th
vectors

in ~(8) if the ~iti~

...)

order of A,.D

for the results

of the irtspec-

vectOrs

we

set

as

(7)

(m (~) (~)
Bk= B,Q~= (b,
,JO,L,,....b~k),O,.,.)

(8)

%

the

low level
where
LY) is ~robabfity

d havtig

been

damaged

condition

before

k– th inspection
~~~) is ~robabfitY
~(~) is ~robabfitY
inspection
tinuously

of &scovery
that

of cracks at k-

cracks

for the inspection

are not

object,

th iIISpectiOsr

discovered

prObabfity

This

0~ generating

means,

~acigue

it is much

cracks

effective

that

to

an

extremely

the face plates

should be closely inspect during construction
for securing a high
reliability of the tanks.
And it seems that inspection
strategies
and methmk
which had been applied
weff in wcordarm
with the concept.

to the actual

tanks

at k-th

which has been used con-

1“’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’”[

since (k- i)- ih inspection

The -logarithmic
expression
of .mnmfative
damage at each
procedure
time in the past determined by the abov~rnentioned
are shown in Figs, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.The broken lines in the Ggrcre show the transition of damage probability
for a case in which
inspection
is not cmied
out at all, and the soLid lines show
that for the case in which a detailed inspection
is carried out at
regufar intervals offive
years.
an

It cm be seen from these figures that the probability
of generating
fatigue
cracks
in the face plates
of main
girders
extremely low, because of the application
of the requirements
for
suppressing
the propagation
of cracks in preference to the generation of cracks, and therefore they me so reliable that the condition of damage assumed in the “stmd=d”
would be hardly
reached.
In view of the fact that the stress level restricted by
the “standard” for the generation of the cracks in the toe of box~g welds fOr m~n girder brackets md area-s surrounding
slots is
lower than the stress levef required for the face plates of main
girder, the probabdity
of generating fatigue cracks is higher than
in the case of face plates of main girders, and therefore the pr~
babilit y of reaching- the damage =sumed
in the “standard”
is
accordingly
higher,” yet reliability in this case is sufficiently hi@.
Thus, fatigue design” should be done in a welf-balanced
manner,
taking both generation
and propagation
of cracks equally into
account,

and the same can be said about

establishing

standards.
Survice

Examples
of application.
When the subject
comes to the
effects of Special Surveys, which are cruried out after ships are
co-ssioned,
readers are requested
to refer to Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9

Time

(yeer)

Fig. 6 Cumulative
Probability
of Failure
of Ring Face (Parent Plate)

and 10 where the solid lines signify changes in cumulative
d~age when Special Surveys are conducted
at realar
intervals of
Gve yeus

Table 3 Value of Parameters LJsrd for Calculating
Cumulatwe Probability of Failure
ring face
parent
plate
mean stress
max stress amp
(kgf/ nrmz)

bracket toe

butt
Joint

6.2
12.4

Std. Dev. of In(N)
,,

M.G.
face

bracket
plate

slot

10.7
10,7

15.6
7.8

14.6
7,3

0,4, 0.5 & 0.6

max. crack len~th

$Z~~x

~*2) inspection By Dye Penetrant

As regards the face plates of main girders, it is practically
impossible
to ilnd the effects of periodical inspections
on improv.
ing reliability
to any appreciable
extent
from these figures,
because the probability
of damage is of m extremely low order,
Furthermore,
the change in the probability
of damage occurring
within the range of the service life normally considered
is quite
insignfic~t
due to the restriction
to stress under the crack prm
pagation
standard previously
discussed:
in addition,
the propgation speed following the generation
of cracks is relatively high.
As a result, few effects of improving
reliability
by periodical
inspection
are expected.
However,
quite a high refiabfity
h=
been established

for the face plates

of maio

Survice
F]g..7

Time

(year)

Cumulative
Probability
of Failure
of Ring Fxe (Butt Joint)
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Fig.8 Cumulative Probability of Fdure
of Face Plate at Bracket Toe

i5

10

Survice

(yeer)

Time

J

[Year]

Cumulative Probabilityof
of Bracket

Failure

As regards the generation
ofcracks
atfdlet
weld,ofthe
bracket
toesmaingirders
and aress
surrounding
dots,
sufficiently
highreliability
canbe maintained
by enforcing
early
when the
detection
of cracks
through
periodical
inspections

OJ

L
s

.-

-------I
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wITI{INsPEmIox

1

stress levels are kept low in accordance
with the standard
for
generating fatigue
cracks as described
above.
This means it is
much effective that these structural
elements should be closely
inspected
at the specidsurveys
forsecuring a high reliability.
Such information
should be given to persons concerned
as a
inspection guidance by designers of the tanks.
The s=.sessments of the relationships
among stress level generated,
standard
stress levels
at each process of generating
marks ad
~sumption

their propagation
for each structural
element,
the
of reliability
using simplis!ied calculation
prc-zedures

md the evaluation
of the effects of inspection
are considered
provide a useful @de “for to and inspection prognrnme.

to

Although this discussion focuses on each structural element,
studies on an integrated
structure
formed. by these
structural
elements are considered to be very important for a well balanced
ship design if priority resemch
=eas
tie appropriately
determined taking into account
the degrees of importance
of structural
members and elements:
~~~

Com”pation

s.3.
of .htspection Strategies
Prismatic Tanks Type ~ *nd Hull Structures

SurviceTime

(Yeer)

for

Prismatic
tanks m well M hull structures =e of a structure
consisted of large plates stiffened with internal members such =
stiffeners, girders etc. and both of the structures
have the same
stmctural
properties
of the strength
for bearing
on loads.
Therefore
accordance

Fig.9 ‘Cum&tiveProbabilityof Failure
of slot

and Methods
~~

a conventional
with

a design

prismatic
standard

tures, and such a tank is defiied

t~

is designed

of conventional

generally
hull

in

struc-

a.s type A by the Code 4)

However prismatic tanks type B are designed in accordance
with a high chss design standard as described in Chapter 2.

L.

.,

Table 4 Comparison of Ins~ctiori Strategies and Methods during Construction
to Hull Sti-ucturu and Prisnmtic Tanks Type B
Iterm

e.g. (1) tolerance of thickness
(2) mis-nlignment
geneml inspection dUrin&
construction

x-ray, UT

PrmnatlcTank

Hull Structure

Conventional

QC, tolerance etc. during
construction

Type BN’B’

a conventional practice apptoved by
ClaBsificatiOn Society
e.g. J. S.QS. 16)
-0.7 mm
0.15 thicknem

a standard developed by stank’s demgncr
being brwedon
thehigbest class pressure
VMSd Code
O mm
0.1thickness

generally, visual inspection at completion
of each comtructive stage
e.g. block inspection, final inspection of a

etages during cormtructkm
e.g. pre-ms~ction for important weldings,

compartment

spot-check of weld bead shapes

spot-checks of important butt welds
e.g. shell plates, upper deck plates etc.

of main girdem

precim visual inspection

all butt

arbitrary checks where necessa~

welds

atimportant

oftmk skin and faceplates

inspctiom

all fillet welds at brscket toes of main
girders, nozzles and other opmings of tank
skin if anyspot-checksof other weids

procedure test of welds

all welds

production test

all butt welds o{ tank skin and face plates
of main girders

Surface crack detecting

leak

hose test,

test

water

pressure

air-pressure

test, air.prassure

test

test

strenuth test

$pot. check by water

messure

hydrc-pressure t-t

test

..
-.

g- test
full load test

mu detectinrt~t

for all tanks
for all tanks

all tanks minx actual camos
.

each desirer of the tanks and aDDrovrd
~.~. Forprismatic tanks typ, I,inspection rmthods should bedeve]oped{
by Cl&ification Sotiety_etc. In twistable, there issbown ancxarnple developed as-’’HSPBTank~l~l 8) “

And the tanks are reqtied
to be so constr-ncted and inspected EM
tohave ahlgh qrmlity by the Cde $ and the StandSd I) e.g,

tixation
T~rou@

main girders of the takshould
be so inspected = tohave
reliability Iikeas the highest claes pressure vessels.

the reliability
levels of strength for these types
arrrmged in descending order ~ shown in below:

a high

A comparison
of inspection
strategies
and methods
of
prismatic tanks type B and hull structures is shown in Table 4.
From Table 2 and 4, it is found that inspection
strategies
and
methods of prismatic
tanks type B is more severe than those of
the hull structures.
This is one of the ~ases for ensuring a high
reliabfity of the tanks and it is clearly shown by a record of the
seven ships with prismatic type B tanke as described in Chapter

w= carried out on oil tankers a~ed 10 ves.rs or less.
the comparison
of design, tests an~ inspec~ion methods,

Prismatic

type B tonka >

Prismatic

type A tanks >

of ships

can be

Oil tanker
If we include
Etructuxal

strength

ships

with

lower

reliability,

we can evaluate

on the severe side.

4.
Such

high

inspection

strategies

and

methods

can

be also

applicable
to hfl stmctmes
in technical.
It is of course preferable to be applied such strategies
and methods
to hull strut.
tuzes, but it is resulted in a high cost of the hull structures.
Minimum
inspection
methods
for ensuring
safety to the hull
structures are given by a recognized standard such .M Classification. Society Rules.
The authors then stress that such a high
technique of inspection, methods shall be progressively
developed
to apply to the hull structures
being baaed on a balance of
economical
efficiency and. reliability y. TO this end, it is the most
irnport=t
that a high reliability
ensured by the high inspection
strategies and methods is quantitatively
~essed,
and this paper
makes an attempt
tanks type B.
4.

EVALUATION

of such a quantitative

assessment

of prismatic

BY FIECOEDS OF SHIPS IN OPEFIATION

4.2.

Rate of

>. ,/

Ships Irwestigated

This study investigated
49 ships (7 shipu with prismatic
type B tanks) equipped with pri&matic tanks shown in Table 1.
In dealing with main girders, where very high levele of reliability,
i.e. low rates of damage, are anticipated,
aE described in Chapter
z, but it was considered
to be insufficient’ to prove if only those
liquefied g= carriers given in Table 1 are applicable.
Therefore,
the main girders of large oil tankers, which can be regarded ar
having similar structural features, were included in the investigw

of Damage

The results of an investigation
of rates o{ occurrence of various types of datnage are shown in Table 5 to 8 with supplementary notes given be low:
1) De@itions
Critical failure

of tank:

Failure associated
with a large spilf of cmgo,
tank, or dmna.ge requiriig extensive repairs.

Failure of

scrapping

of a

tank:

Failure

to tanks other than above.

Thisinclude:
damagetotanksupporting
structures,
excluding
strengthened
plywood
andSupports
forning
partofthehull.
failure of main girder:
Critied
Failure
involving

4.1.

occurrence

to main

girders
risk of collapse

the

impairing
their effectiveness
and
when it develops.
For example,

lmge cracks rm-ming from face plates

or bracket

tote of the main

girders to the web (with a length of 100 mm or more), or large
deformations
of strut bases.
Although
seldom occuming,
such
damage waa occnrred during the age when it frequently recurred
on the main girders of large oil taidcers(1965 - 1970).
Failure of main girder:
Failure to main girdere other than above.
Failure of supporting structure:
Failure

to

and supporting

tank-fitted
members.

or hull-fitted
Displacement

supporting
stoppers

structures

are included.

tion. However, to eliminate the effects of degraded strength due
to corrosion and wear, which are specitic to oil tankers, an hrves.

V-E-9

2) Rate
equation

of occurrence
equation

of damage

AF is defiied

Table 7 Failure Rate of $upprting

by the following

Kmd of failure
AF=r/(NAt)

:cases/tank.year

(9)

structure

built

where

calculated

built

(discovery)
of failure per
recur to a tank, they are

failure rate
(AF)

&fore

on tank(t2)
1980

after 1980

4(*2 )
1(*2)

2.2XI0–3
2,9x 10-3

33
0

1:8X 10-2
..

4
0

2,2X1O-3
..

0

..

supportin6 structure on hull

built before 1980
built nfter 19s0
bearing materials
built bsfore 19S0
built after 1980

separately.

N is number

of cases
(r)

Yo.

[for type A]
supporting

r is nnmber of cases of occurrence
tank. When different types of failure

Structure

of tanks observed

At is number of years of observations
If the occurrence of “failures is random, i.e. the rate of the
occurrence of failures per unit time AF b assumed to be constant,
the interval between failures undergoes an exponential distribution, and hence the relationship can be expressed as below:

[for typs B]
of”the above three components
all

*1) Nos. of observation are the same as the table f
-2) these failures have been also accounted in the table 6

- tzp( -JFNAt)

F(NAt)=l

Table g Reference of Failure Rate
Therefore,
the upper limit
the above value at a reliabfity
equation below

value of AF at le~t lower than
level can be eqmessed
by the

Kind of failure

I failure-on mesaure vessel

-AFNAt)=l
-~

ezp(

When

the number

failure is assumed

of failures

l-@/(

the’ order

Table

I

built

ontank

ty~

5

before

19S0

of the rate of occurrence

here; ~=-O.5(

Failure fite

r‘ =0.7)

A

l,Ox 10-5 / vessel-year(*)

9
1

II

failure on tank tvm B
I failure on tank
type A & 23

.(NAt)

I

4.7x 10-d

I

17s5,0

343.5

1
I

2349,3

o

2349,3

critical fmlure on tank
type A & B

5.OX
10-3

ing at a scalloped

through cracks in the tank plating.
Tank end supporting
structures are pro}-ided in the vicinity of the above, and the excessive support reaction forces

10-3I

I

10

“of Fsilnres

2.9x

220,8

o

II

(AF)

2128.5

Example

The essentiaf examples of thekibmes
ofprismatic
tanks
and
tanksupporting
structures
showninTable5,6and7 we asfollows:
(1)Through
crack+
intankplates
Fig.IIshowsexamples
ofthrough
crack
intankplating
wsociated
witha gasleakage.
(a)Thisk anex~pleof cracks generated from the box weld.

failure rate

No. of obserb,

lo(*)

II

of

is used.

of Prismatic Tank

No. Of C&SeS
(r)

built after 19&0

*) six cases

I

(lo)

N’At)

of probability

is the equation

Kind of failure
failure

V=sel-year

●) “issumsd value for risk assessment

of

4.3.
Since

10->1vessel-year

II 1.1x 10-3 I

critical failure on pressure vessel
for nuclear power
r=O , the rate of occurrence

X

by

~F<r’/(NAt)=-h(

failures

Failure rate

II

crltlcal failure on .mressure vessel II 15

I

and stress
considered

4,3 X1O-3

areas of bottom

girders

developing

concentration
due to the. welded
to be the cause of the failure.

structure

.—.
--

into

are

I

of these resulted in a small gas leakage

Table 6 Failure Rate on Main Girder(MG.)

===4
failure rate
(AF)
1.9 x

10-3

I
Prismatic tank type B
failure on M G,
critical faiIure on M.G.

o

220.8

o

220.8

Tank of oil tanker*l)
failure on M.G.
critical failure on M,G.

86

33709.0
337090

Total
failure on”M,G.
critical failure on M.G.

90

o

o

S6058,3
36058.3

#l) 232 oil tankers, tnran ship’s age S.2 years
; *2) mobabditv assumed bv eauation (10)

V-E-1O

-

I

==4

Bottom plate

Fig. n(a)

2.6x 10-3

of Failure

Resulted

ti a

Gas Leakage

<2,1 X10-5*2)

2.5”x10-3
<1.9 x lo-~*2)

Ex=ple

(b)

Thisisanextremely
rare
exmnple
ofdefects
inworluna.lship,
whichwereoverlooked.
\ .,

the area is improved,
The fracture shown in Fig. 13 can be
prevented
if it is designed
so that support reaction forces
disperse properly.

&

-...

BE Gir. Web,

Gas cutnotch
Fig.1l(b)ExampleofFailure
Resulted
~ a
G= Leakage
This i. a failure related to supporting
structures,
there are similar examples of failures of this type.

(c)

P’

and

Fig. 12 Failure on Horizontal Girdel
of a Prismatic Tank
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Fig. 13 Failure of Bottom Girder
of a Prismatic Tank

crack

Fig. 1I(C) Example of Failure Resulted in a

GTo prevent
gested

these

Leakage

failures,

support

reaction

the following

(3) Failures
me~nres

are sug-

(i)

to predict

forces adequately

(ii)

to design support structures
and peripheral
which reaction forces are properly dispersed

(iii)

to perform proper-weldings
and to check them high-stress
area (adequate
welding configuration
and faultless weld-

%)
(2) Failures on maitr g~dem
Although
no serious failures have
there are several ex~ples
shown

structures

in

occurred in main girders,
in F]gs. 12 and 13. It is

of supporting structures
Examples
of a failure of supporting
Fig. 14. This type of failures have

structures
are shown in
occurred frequently
in a

relative sense, but it can be prevented
if the mezmres
iu
(l)(c) a. taken. Besides the above, failures of tank supporting materials such as strengthened
plywoml inserted into the
space between
the tank and supporting
structure fitted to
the hull occur due to an excessively
hge
load.
There are
other examples of failures of supporting
materials caused by
the force created by the relative motions of the tank and hull
due to thermal expansion
and contraction,
as a consequence
of the lost clearance in supporting
and resultant loss of relative sliding

structures
motions,

of top chocks

considered possible to prevent the failure shown in Fig. 1z if
an appropriate
detail structure (installing collar plates etc. )
is employed against high stressed, or if the proof strength of

V-E-11

b)

As far as analogical inference is made from those shown in
Table 6, the rate of occurrence of failures of main girders is
comparable
to the level of pressure vessels (critical failure;

10-5/tmk-yeiwother faihres

10–3 /tank-year).
It is
therefore considered that the basic philosophy
of the “stardard” described
in Chapter 2, i.e. “the reliability
of the
strength of prismatic type B tanks is the same level u the
highest grade
by evidence.
c)

of pressure

vessels”,

which

h=

been proved

The overall records of ships equipped with prismatic types
A and B tanks show that the rate of occurrence of failure
of these t~ks
is nearly the same as those of pressure
vessels (10-3 /tank-year, no serious failures at d), and this

thatprismatic
tankshavetankstructurm
that
aree.ssentidly
highly
”reliable.

demonstrates
L.~.,
+ Crack

facts that can be cited for prismatic
d) The characteristic
type A tanks b~ed on Table 5 or Table 7 are that the frequency of occurrence
of failure of t@w
and supporting
stmctures
hss nosdived
since 1980 (14 ships in Table 5),
Doubtlessly,
this is attributable
to each design and general

A)
s

P, me

side

_._.—

~.—.-?

improvement
in shipbuilding
technology,
but we consider
that the joint study 2, for establishing
techniques
to built
ships equipped
with prismatic
type B tanks
hashad a

Fig.
14(a)
Failure
ofSupporting
Structure.
(Hull)

corresponding
e)

L [>G

tank tlv

mpwrr

f)

contribution

to this successful

achievement.

The failnres involving
gas leakage shown in Table 5 were
detected at an early stage and were repaired. (Four c=es
of cracks in tank plates in the vicinity
of tank support
sti-uctnres, one case of crzwks at scallop s of web of girders,
and one cWe of gas cutting notch during construction).
Failures

“

of tank supporting
structures are more frequent in
to the-hull (3; c=es), but this was du~ to the
recurrence
of the same types of failures in the

those fitted
frequent

same ship (29 cases among
5.

CONCLUDING

33 cccurring

in two ships).

REMARKS

p
g
14(b) Failure
o{Supporting
Structures
(Hull)
Fig.

(4)Failures
oftalcstiffeners
As regardstankstiffeners,
thereisone caseof failure
involving
hti-line
cracks.
whichismainlycaused
by defective
welding
during
construction
ofa shipasshowninFig.
15. According
to information,
thefailure
w= discovered
soonafter
commissioning
and wasrepaired
withreinforceSuch a
mentsmade,and thereh= been no recurrence.
failure can be prevented by a precise inspection.
No failure
of tank stiffeners in other tanks have been reported.

In this study, the principal strength
malysis
methods
and
tests and inspection
procedures having important
effects on the
strength of prismatic
type B tanks have been discussed
on the
basis of the design, inspection
and construction
records.
Furthermore, an extensive investigation
has been made on the records
of ships in operation.
As a result, the very high reliability y of
prismatic
type B tanks has been proved with evidence, and at
the same time the rationale
of the “standard”
serving as a
design

guidmce

including

inspection

strategies

has been vertied,

(1) In tanks of fully refrigerated
liquefied petroleum
gas cmriers and one” ethylene gas c-ier
(a protot~e
“H-H SPB
tank” ) equipped with -prismatic
type B tanks, no failures
have occurred.
Since prismatic
type B tanks are zmticipated
to be very. reliable
(i.e. extremely
low rate of
~currence
of failwes),
no quantitative
evaluation
can be
made if the above recoeds ilone are the b=is.
The records
of other zumlogous structures
were included
as materials
for evaluation,
but it was proved that they have very high
level of reliability as shown in Tables 5 and 6.
(2) A v=iety
of design conditions
(allowable
stress for main
girders, allowable values for cumulative
damage, tests and
inspection
procedures for crack propagation
analysis con&tions)
spe~!ed
in the “standard”
were judged. to be
appropriate

as a consequence

applications
toredships,
Fig. 15

A Failure
onTankStiffener

theoretical

The important
items of expertise
obtained
through
the
investigation
of the records of ships in operation =e = follows:
a)

Six among seven ships now
prismatic
type B tanks are

in operation
aged about

failures
of tanks and tank supporting
occurred in either of these ships.
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provided
with
ten years.
No
structures

have

of ships in operation

and

assessments.

(3) Ii the prospective
4.4. .D=nssioss

ofourreview
ofexamples
of

records

application

of prismatic

type B tanks

to,

liquefied natisrzd q
carriers in’ the near future, it is considered to be fe=ible to design and build very reliable LNG
carriers if they are done on the bisis of experience gained
with prismatic
type A tak and the philosophy
of the
“standard”,
while giving due consideration
to the” temperature difference with liquefied petroleum
gas and ethylene,
the difference
in materials
and large dimensions,
etc..
Fmtherrnore,
there are rhy
items requiring assessment
other than tank strength in the case of LNG cders,
such

./

APPENDIX

as

thermal insulation, second~
barriers and related prw
tection systems andothem.However,
an example
ofau
with IHI SPB tanks
now smderplanning
LNG carrier
Showsth”at
thorou.gb
amassments
havebeencarried
outon
ofthmpaper,
-therefore,
these
problems
lS)
. TIMauthors
con~dsr
thatprismatic
typeB.tark cu contribute”
tothe
transportation
ofLNG,u well
=:toother
excellent
types

Deh.ition

of independent

treks

Independent
tanks are seM-supportin&
they do not form
part of the ship’s hrtfl and are not essentiaf to the hrdf strength.
The three categories of independent
tanks rue defined hereunder.

Of tanks.
The authors

wish to achowledge

their deep indebtednwa

to

the sbipownem,
shipbuilders
and many other persons who rendered their assktsmce or gave valuable comments for th~ study.
The authors
and ship owners

also acknowledge
who decided

the contributions

to employ

prismatic

of shipyards

tanks.

type B

Independent
tanks type A:
Independent
taks
type A =e either prismatic
tional codiguration
tanksdesigned k accordance

structural
rules
primarily
using
-ical
ship
structural
analysis procedures.
This type of t+
reqoire the provisions
of the secondary
barriers to protect the ship’s hull to guard
against
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DISCUSSION
N. Yamamoto

R.A. Anderson
IWU

RXdillg

thigh

b

rq)Olll’egfUdil’lg
SUWSSCOllCHl-

trationtiters for brackets and fillet welds. Whai corw
lation did you see between the test data snd the actual
structure?
.,

generel,welding conditions of model structures is
considerd to be Mtter thsn the welding of actual structures, m I compare eqmience of mqjor concentration
factms of actual struchues. If the issue is actual stress
concentration factors of actual slmsed welds, by com@son of Figures 5A and A-1, it is pxsible to achieve
good quality cmtrol em in the case of @ual fractures.
h

--

,-J

,___
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